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FROM THE CHAIR
It is not an easy task to commence reporting on a sad note, in early August we belatedly learnt of
the passing of Jo Hitchcock. Jo was the organiser of the very popular Veterans’ outings for many
years. We will all fondly remember Jo blowing her whistle summoning participants for a pre-run
briefing. Our sincere condolences are extended to Jo’s family.
After five months of Club non-activity, all the outstanding repairs, enhancements and general fiddling
on your MGs should by now be done and dusted. Judging by some of the photos in this newsletter
it looks as if that has taken place. Now, what to do next? Tidy the garage, sort out all the superfluous bits and pieces we hoarders tend to accumulate. Or we could sit back and relax as we all
anticipate meeting up once again.
A simple tactic for COVID-19 avoidance was to stay home as much as possible. To illustrate the
Johnsons adherence to this approach; our run-about Terios was last filled in mid-March and at
present the gauge is just over 1/2 – reflecting a consumption of approx. 20 litres in 5 months.
Not only have we avoided (hopefully) the dreaded ‘lurgy’ but the young, green activist, Greta
Thunberg would applaud our contribution to a cleaner environment. It will be a very different story
once the gas-guzzling TD is on the road again!
Watching the depressing TV news depicting continuous scenes of protest action in and around the
Peninsula, brings home the fact that we will need to exercise caution when selecting routes whilst
driving our MGs. Seems like hardly a day goes by without scenes of stone throwing or burning of
tyres on the roads. Being vulnerable in our soft / open top cars would render us sitting ducks.
Even taking to country roads seems to offer little respite from the unruly masses.
Many of our members may have become aware of the uncertainty surrounding the future of Timour
Hall, a popular venue for our annual MG Show Day and of course the very popular Classic Car and
Bike Show. With the property under new resident management it appears that the venue may still
be available for some events. This will be confirmed at a later date.
Committee news: One of the issues discussed at our August Committee meeting was the
resumption of Club runs. Obviously these runs would take place in a revised format to comply with
COVID-19 Level 2 restrictions. Certain members may consider this activity to perhaps be a bit
premature however, whatever run is proposed, the well-being of our members will be of paramount
importance.
Members fortunate enough to have received membership booklets can thank Philip & Shirley Roux
who hand delivered them, whilst in your area.
Stay alert and safe,

Mike
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OBITUARY - JO HITCHCOCK (1937-2020)
			

Johanna Maria Mostert was born on 10th May 1937. Ralph Clarke decided that she was ‘Jo’ and not Johanna.
Phillip and Jo were married on the 28th March 1959, they joined the MG Car Club Cape Town Centre
during 1980. They were also one of the couples who went on the 2nd World Trek of South African MG
Enthusiasts during 1981. This tour was organised by Norman Ewing and included the Americas, UK
and Europe.
The MG Veterans’ Group was established by John and Joyce Roy. When John and Joyce returned to the
UK the Veterans’ Group, because of popularity, continued. Frank Peche looked after these events for
some time, then Jo took over the portfolio for many years until March 2016.
Some years ago Phillip and Jo sold their home in Parow and moved to a security complex in
Durbanville. After Phillip passed away in June this year, Jo relocated to Green Pastures Retirement
Jo at Robin Rich’s 70th birthday
Village in Durbanville.
Unfortunately her stay there was very brief as she sadly passed away on 14th July.
We extend our sincere condolences to Jo’s children - Louise, Derek and Esme, Brian and Orscilla, her sister
Marie Visser and Linda & Willem Goosen.
- Bowtie
		
				
SOCIAL NEWS

***************

OUT AND ABOUT
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and revised lockdown regulations, all future MG events
and meetings have been cancelled until further notice.
MEMBERS EMAIL CHANGES
#78

Norman Ewing

- mgewing@mweb.co.za

#1242 Richard Grinstead - richgrinstead@gmail.com
					

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS
4 - Frenske Aslett

5 - Ian Glass

			

6 - Paul Wilcox			
11 - Neville Wyness

		

9 - Eric Detering
13 - Hybré Lombard

		

14 - Shirley van der Hoek			

15 - Joan Stokes, Richard Ratcliffe

17 - Neil Oberem						

18 - Viv James, David Knott, Lionel Baird		

19 - John Perkins					

21 - Roger Lawrence

22 - John van Rooyen				

25 - Wade Lewis

26 - Bokkie Markus Adel Visser, Eugen Kohler		

27 - Frans Theunissen

28 - Brian Dallimore					

30 - Celia Baylis, Michiel Visser, Stella Elliott
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UNIQUE MGB REUNITED WITH ITS FAMOUS FORMER OWNER

Mr Don Hayter sitting in the MGB Roadster V8 he used to own, holding the
1/43rd scale Vanguards representation of the same vehicle.
A recent release in the Vanguards range has presented the collector with an opportunity to add a very
special model to their collections – the personal car of the man who is regarded as the father of the MGB.
Don Hayter is often described as the father of the MGB and was closely involved with its styling and
development after joining the MG design office in February 1956, after previously performing a similar role
at Aston Martin. He rose to become MG’s Chief Engineer, and kept the MGB one step ahead of the everchanging safety legislation in the seventies, while making a profit for BMC/BL at a time when many other
divisions didn’t.

		

When MG’s Abingdon factory closed in 1980 he sold himself an unused ‘development’ bodyshell
(for £939.55) and 3.5-litre V8 engine, then built himself the only factory-made MGB V8 roadster (factory
V8s were all GTs), the last MGB to leave Abingdon. Although the MGB was eighteen years old when MG
			
was unexpectedly closed, Don and his team had been working on an update for the profitable US market
using the O-series 2-litre OHC engine (including a very quick O-turbo), larger brakes and other modifications.
Twenty or more redundant pilot-build bodyshells were left from this project and it was one of these that Don
bought; identifiable because the inner-wing was reshaped for fuel injection. The car also features the first
MG-badged rocker covers cast, which had been left unused in the development department.

				

A classic British motoring thing of beauty.
Don Hayter’s former MGB Roadster V8 has been the star of several media features over the years.
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This famous car has appeared in many magazines and TV programmes whilst it was still in Don’s ownership,
including an episode of Clarkson’s Car Years. It is now owned by long standing MG enthusiast, Berkshirebased Edward Vandyk.
In an exciting recent MG development, passionate MG enthusiast and Vanguards model copywriter John
Lakey arranged for the current owner of this beautiful car to allow it to be reunited with its famous former
owner for just a few short hours, but long enough for a series of historic images to be taken. A Corgi
representative was also present on the day, with several of the 1/43rd scale Vanguards versions of the model
in hand. In an operation which was planned with military precision, Don Hayter’s former MGB Roadster was
			
collected from the home of its current owner and loaded onto the back of a trailer, before embarking on a
road trip to British Motor Heritage. Once there, the car was unloaded and prepared for the short journey to
Mr and Mrs Hayter’s home and what turned out to be an emotional motoring reunion.

					

Owners old and new. Current owner Edward Vandyk (left)
with former owner Don Hayter and the car which
means so much to both of them.
		

							

							

Real versus Corgi. The recent Vanguards model release, which
immortalises this beautiful car in scale diecast.

In what must have turned out to be quite an interesting day for Mr Hayter, not only was he presented with
the fantastic sight of his former MGB Roadster, but he was also given a 1/43rd scale Vanguards model
representation of it. For MG enthusiasts all over the world, the magnificent pictures taken during the day will
undoubtedly be of great interest to them and we are pleased to be in a position to show our blog readers an
exclusive selection of them within this feature.
Understandably, the team did not want to impinge on Mr Hayter’s valuable time for too long, but after the
impromptu photoshoot, he kindly agreed to sign a couple of our Vanguards model releases VA13005.
The Corgi team would like to thank everyone involved in making this such a special occasion, particularly
Mr and Mrs Hayter, who were only too happy to be involved.

(Editor’s Note:)

		

This article is published with the approval and kind permission of
Darrell Burge
Head of Brand - Airfix, Humbrol & Corgi
(Corgi is a registered trade mark of © Hornby Hobbies Ltd.)
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BUGATTI ‘TOY’ REPLICA OF ITS FAMOUS TYPE 35 RACER
Bespoke car maker, Bugatti has made a return to the electric car
market after a 89 year hiatus withthe launch of a 75% scale ‘toy’
replica of its famous Type 35 racer.
The not-quite-full-size, modern incarnation of the Type 35, which won
the 1926 Grand Prix World Championship, is not intended as a road
going vehicle, despite a price tag reaching up to €58,500 (£53,000).
The toy that costs more than a fullsize Nissan Leaf, (Europe’s most
popular all-electric car) is a very on-brand move for Bugatti, which
often sells cars for north of £1million.
					
					
					
					
					
					

The comparatively cheap Baby II is aimed at either gadget
loving millionaires or children of the world’s wealthiest individuals.
The Baby II is a rekindling of the original Baby, which was made
by the German company’s founder, Ettore Bugatti in 1926 for his
four-year-old son Roland. The original Baby was a half-scale
replica of the Type 35 and a total of 500 were sold between 1927
and 1936.

					
				
					

The last time Bugatti made an electric car was when it produced
the Type 56, a now uber-rare model which was last manufactured
in 1931.

There are three specification levels for the overpriced toy, with the cheapest, dubbed ‘Base’, coming with a
1.4Kwh battery pack. This has two settings ~ Novice or Expert ~ which a parent can enforce depending on
the driving capabilities of the youngster behind the wheel.
In Expert mode, the battery pack’s full might is unleashed and 5.4-horsepower propels the car to 30mph.
In Novice mode, this is throttled back to a maximum of 1.3 horsepower, resulting in a tepid top speed of
12mph. This model has a maximum range of around 15 miles and only comes in the classic blue.
However, the upgraded version, the Vitesse, comes in a variety of colours for both the exterior paint and the
interior’s upholstery. The Vitesse has a 13.4 horsepower electric motor and a 2.8kWh battery pack allowing
for a top speed of up to 42mph and a range of 31 miles.
Those wanting the top-of-the-range ‘Pur Sang’ model will have to shell out €58,500 (£53,000) to the
Volkswagen owned French firm. For this hefty price tag, the Baby II comes with a hand formed body, says
Bugatti.
Much like the original Baby a century ago, only 500 of the vehicles will be made, and most are already
accounted for.
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WHAT DID YOU DO WITH YOUR

DURING LOCKDOWN?

		
				

Refitting the dual water temp /oil pressure gauge under
the dash of my MGA, turned me into a contorionist.
MGA engine overhaul 		
Two days later, my body was still aching.
~ Martin Davies

					

			

‘Primrose’ getting a complete respray after de-rusting
and new rubbers. Hillstar Panelbeaters doing a great job.
We cant wait to be back on the road!
~ Chris Howell & Jane Schonfeld
		
		
									
			

			
		
			

			

			

		

		

					
					
							
							
							
TC4335 project, almost complete ~ Viv James
		
						

			

Body tub forTC8020 under construction in my garage ~ Viv James

						
				
					

								
		

					

				

										

				
									
						
I resurrected my roadster 8 years after I rebuilt
the engine. As normal not everything went to plan.
I learnt a valuable lesson..... don’t leave your car for					
Engine overhaul of my MGB ~ Keith Hinckley
nearly 8 Years! ~ Roger Tipping
			
Sanding my MGA ~ Theo van der Hoek
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A Constania barn find TC that has been off the road since 1974 being
stripped during lockdown ~ Johann Marais

							

.

				 				
			

			

		
		

					
		

		

			

		

					
				

								
						
During lockdown I had a need to slow the tide of oil below my MG, from a tide to a 		
					
trickle. After advertising for assistance in the Classifieds I was able to find someone
							to assist me........ ~ Tony Bruton
				

		

												
													
					
		
						
					
									
									

										
									
									
		
		

My passenger, ‘Fee’ loves the MGB and likes to
be in the driver’s seat! ~ Eugen Kohler

					

We got the cutest, little Border Collie puppy called Ruff from a farm in the
Cederberg. He loves driving about in Millie, loves the sound and vibration
and goes to sleep within minutes in the foot well! ~ Frenske & Brian Aslett
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A ‘donor’ Twin Cam leaving my garage, enroute to a new home and ‘project’ with Chris Champion ~ Viv James
					
								

			

					

			

							
									
		
							

		

				

							
		

							
							

				

Unable to find my TD under the winter covers and junk, I decided to start on another ‘one’ ~ Mike Johnson			

							

				

		

						

				
				
						
		

			

				

														
							

					

						
			
							
				
									
								
After a visit to the Cape Garden Centre we returned home to find
							
						
our MG had a flat tyre ~ John & Eileen Perkins
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FOR SALE
1973 MGB GT - chrome bumper with webasto
sliding roof. Has 4 brand new chrome rims and
4 new tyres. Also a new 12 volt battery.
Price: R155,000 or nearest offer.
Contact: Dave Lyons (member) 082 808 0910

					

						

		

MGTD Workshop Manual (1952) R70
MGTD Workshop Manual (1952) R50 Australian Edition
MGB Special Tuning Manual R50
Contact: Martin Davies (member) 083 269 5483 email: mgtddavies@gmail.com (on behalf of Alex Stewart)

		
MG spares:
MGA Roadster racing windscreen. Imported from USA.
MGA 1600 engine (1588cc) with cylinder head but no ancilliaries. No engine number.
MGB GT cloth wiring looms - Main (AHH9157) and rear (AHH8779) new in sealed packets
Red carpet set - unused but requires cleaning
								
				
					
		
							
MGA/MGB 1950cc motor with genuine Derrington
head, twin sidedraft
Webers and extractor
manifold. Good runner. Inlet manifold for side-draught twin-choke Weber carburettor

				
MGC water pump reconditioned
								

Second-hand pistons (Std) with gudgeon pins & circlips. Good usable condition.
MGB/V8

				
Rover V8 engine, with Guilo bell-housing and Cressida gearbox.
Rover V8 - camshaft 266/278 deg
(Part no.900571), JP Engineering .040”pistons and solid lifters
				
							
(99284-16) all new.
MGB/V8 - remote oil filter head and unions (BHA5286 NF) new.
												

MG ZR owners handbook for 2004/5 facelift model with single headlights. In original plastic sleeve.
Cars:
							
MG Montego 2.0l Turbo, 1984 - red, runs well but turbo requires adjustment
MG Metro 1275, 1982
- silver, runs well, no oil leaks
MGB Roadster, 1980
- vermillion (orange/red), engine completely overhauled, Bronze concours
d’Etat winner in 2012, chrome rostyles.
Contact: Rod Paxton (member of MGCC Border Centre) email: the2paxtons@hyperlink.co.za
							
Please email me if you are seriously interested and we can exchange photos, prices etc.
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WANTED					
1980 MGB roadster - body colour must be BLACK.
Contact:
		 Robin Rich (member) 082 660 3538 / 021 903 3426

				

MGB rear chrome bumper without overriders

					
Contact: Rod Paxton (member of MGCC Border Centre) email: the2paxtons@hyperlink.co.za
			
			
		

These advertisements are placed for the benefit of MG Club members.
The MG Club has no involvement in these advertisements and does not warranty

			

					

the accuracy or content of the items listed.

***************

		
		
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
					
							
Hi Fran,
		
How many
of our members have been to the MG Shop in
Swavesey, Cambridge in the UK?
It is one of the biggest suppliers of MG spares in the UK
and every time we go to the UK, we pay Swavesey a visit.
I am sure that many of our members have paid a visit to
this shop and will recognise it from the photo.
I attach a photo of June and myself in front of the MG shop.
From the MG bag in my hand, you can see that I bought
some MG stuff.
Strangely enough on one of my visits to the shop, a customer heard me telling the salesman that we
were from Cape Town, South Africa. He then introduced himself and said that he was a member of the
Crankhandle Club Cape Town, whereupon I told him that I was also a member of the Crankhandle Club.
Small world, is’nt it? I did not know him.
Cheers,
Ronnie Grace
					
			

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *						

		
A fascinating description of a little bit of motoring history over 69 years.
			
Even if you are not a car person, this is a ‘must watch’.
Open the below link.
		
https://para-rigger.posthaven.com/top-ten-car-producing-countries-1950-2019
Set the red needle to 1950 and click play.
Note particularly what has happened to the UK, Russia and other European countries.
Also note especially what has happened to China. It was not even ON the Top 10 list for
the first 50-60 years of this chart. See what happens and how fast it happens once China
decides to get into the automobile business. Bear in mind BMW / VW / Mercedes Benz and
other western motor manufacturers now have plants in China. - Aubrey Keller
					

***************
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